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THE INDEX OP TRAlfe VERS ALLY ELLIPTIC COMPLEXES 

A.Nesttee, F.Zickermann 

Let M be a closed smooth manifold and [T¥M,TT fM] be the cotangent 

bundle of M with projection TT: T*M—»M. By T'M we will denote the 

set of non-trivial covectors on M. 

Definition 1: A (finite) set E of complex vector bundles 

[E.,fp.,fM]f j»0,...fNf of finite rank on M and differential opera

tors D.,: T(Ej) >flEj+1)f 3=0f...fN-1f is called a complex iff 
Dj+1° Dj = ° 3=Of...fN-2. (1) 

Here T(.) denotes the space of smooth sections, rQ(.) those with 

compact support. 

In the sequel we will make the basic assumption that all the ope

rators D. are of order 1. This leads to technical simplifications 

and is in accordance with most of the examples. Moreover, all vec

tor bundles will be complex and of finite rank. 

Studying a complex it is natural to consider its cohomology: 

Definition 2: If E is a complex on M, then the spaces of co-

cycles Z«*(E), coboundaries B^(E) and the cohomology spaces H^(E) 

are defined as 
z i (fi) aDf k e r Dj • ie0 N~1' Z*W =Df r ( E N ^ 
B3(E) =M im Da 1# J-1.....N, B°(E) = D f {oi and 
H^E) = D f Z 3 ( E ) 7 B 3 ( E ) f j=0f... fNf respectively. 

For N«1 we thus have H° • ker D and H = coker D. The fundamental 
observation of index theory now is that for an elliptic operator 
D: r(EQ)—*r(E-|) these cohomology spaces are finite-dimensionalf • 
i.e. the index ind(D) = D f dim(ker D) - dim(coker D) 
is a well-defined integer. 

For a single differential operator D: r ( E Q ) — • R E ^ ellipticity 
means that the (principal) symbol morphism a(D):TT*(E )—^TT^E-) 
between the bundles which are lifted via T t o I'M is an isomor
phism. 
For a complex this is generalized to the following 
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Definition 3: The complex E on M is called elliptic iff its sym
bol sequence 

is an exact sequence of vector bundle morphisms over T'Mf i.e. 

for each $ x€ T
fM 

ker c5(D.)(Jx) = im * (D.,^) (tx) , 3=1,... ,N-1, (2) 

ker^(DQ)(lx) = {Oi , im^(DN-1)(ix) = ( V V l . , • 

By reduction to the case of single operators one can conclude that 

ellipticity of a complex implies finite-dimensionality of the co-

homology spaces. Hence, for an elliptic complex E the index 

N . . 
ind (E) =Df JZ!

(" 1 ) dim H (-J 

3=0 

is a well-defined integer again. 

In order to study non-elliptic complexes we introduce a family of 
sets comprising those covectors for which (2) is violated. 
Definition 4: If E is a complex on M, then the j-th characteri-
stic set of E is defined as the set 

for 3 = 1,...,N-1, CQ(E) = D f {l^eT'M: ^(DQ)(ix) is not injective}, 

CN(E) = D f {j^fcT'M: GU^.-,)^) is not surjective i. 

N 
C(E) =n« U C.(E) is called the characteristic set of E. 
" m 3=0 D " 

Thus, C(E) contains those covectors, at which the symbol sequence 

fails to be exact and, hence, E is elliptic if and only if C(E)=0. 

For various geometric reasons it is natural to consider a Lie 

group G acting linearly (from the left) on the bundles E.. such 

that the induced actions on M coincide. 

Definition 5: The complex E is called a G-complex iff all the 
operators D.,, 3=0,.».,N-1, are G-equivariant, i.e. iff they com
mute with the induced actions on the corresponding r(E.). 

The Lie group G will be assumed to be countable at infinity. 

For a G-complex the cohomology spaces are representation spaces 

for G. So, for an elliptic G-complex E the G-index is defined as 

the alternating sum of these finite-dimensional representations 

indG(E) -uf I Z ! (-D
3 *Hi(E)'

 (3) 
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where the r.h.s. can be understood either as, an element of the re

presentation ring R(G) or as the corresponding smooth function 

N 

^ ^ ( - O ^ X j f Xj being the character of rHi(E)» X^(g)=trace rHi(g) 

for g € G. 
In a series of lectures ([1]) M.P.Atiyah and I.M.Singer initiated 
the study of a class of complexes called "transversally elliptic11 

which contains the elliptic ones. For these complexes the first 
interpretation of (3) makes sense, even if the cohomology is not 
finite-dimensional. The existence proof in [11 and the following 
(mainly K-theoretic) investigations rely heavily on the compact
ness of the group Q. However, in a survey article ([8]) I.M.Singer 
described an existence proof for the index of a transversally 
elliptic complex for a not necessarily compact group suggested by 
L.Hormander. 

It is our aim here to prove this result following the suggestion 
of Hormander, i.e. applying elementary notions and facts, from 
microlocal analysis. As basic references for these the reader may 
consult [31t [41 and, in particular, [61 and l7l. 
Definition 6: Let the Lie group G act on the manifold M (from 
the left). The covector J 6 T'M is called transversal w.r.to G iff 
J annihilates all vectors tangent to the orbit through x. 
In other words <5xfY(x)> = 0 for all Yci^, .where <$ denotes /the 
Lie algebra of G, Y the. fundamental vector field defined by Y 
and the action and <.f.> the natural pairing of vectors and co-
vectors. 

Let TAM be the set of non-trivial covectors on M which are trans
versal w.r.to G, T*M -Df T^M u {ox€ T*M: x£Tt(T£M)!s . 
Remark: If we consider T*M with its natural symplectic form as a 
symplectic manifold the induced action of G is Hamiltonian. The 
corresponding moment map J:T*M—><j*is given by 

< J ( 1x )' Y\ s sDf <*x'5(x)> f o r * X ^ * M , Y^oj. . 
Thus, T/jM = T!M O J (0). As the moment map is equivariant w.r.to 
the coadjoint action on (£*, this implies the G-invariance of T£M. 

Definition 7; The G-complex E on M is transversally elliptic iff 

T£M n c(E) -- 0. 
Sof at a covector l x€ T'M which is transversal w.r.to G the sym
bol sequence of E is exactf but in orbit direction there are no 
conditions except the general G-equivariance of E. 
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There are the following extreme cases: 

(i) If G is finite or if the action is trivial then TIM = T'M. 
In this case transversal ellipticity of a G-complex coincides 
with its ellipticity. 

(ii) If G acts transitively on Iff then T£M = 0. Hencef every com
plex which is equivariant w.r.to a group acting transitively 
on the base is transversally elliptic. 

In the definition of the index for a transversally elliptic com
plex Atiyah and Singer were guided by the construction of the 
Harish-Cbandra character for representations of semi-simple Lie 
groups: 

Under rather weak assumptions concerning its continuity a repre
sentation of a Lie group G lifts to a representation of the con
volution algebra L (G). In particular the test functions on G act 
as bounded linear operators in the representation space. Once one 
can show that these operators are of trace-class, their trace de
fines a functional which is continuos for quite general reasons. 
This construction associates with a certain class of infinite-
dimensional representations a distribution on the group which ge
neralizes the character of a finite-dimensional representation. 
To apply the relevant Hilbert space techniques we need some auxi
liary structure: 

Let E be a G-complex on the closed manifold M. Choose arbitrary 
Hermitian scalar products on the Ejf rj»Of...fNf and a positive 
smooth density on M. Then the spaces L (E.*) of square-integrable 
sections are defined and the action of G on T(E^) extends to a 
continuos representation r. of the Lie group G in the Hilbert 
space L2(E,)f j*Of...fN. 

Denoting the distributional or generalized sections of E. (in the 
sense of L.Schwartz; cf.[2]) by D'(E^) we define unbounded opera
tors lL:L 2(Ea)—*L 2(EJ + 1), j=0f...fN-1f with dense domain by their 
graphs l(ufv) eL

2(Ej) x L 2(E^ + 1): DjU*v in D^E^-,) J . 
Here we used the natural extension of a differential operator to 
distributional sections. As can be seen by looking at the graphs 
the D.* are closed. As their ad joints are closed, too, the spaces 

H^(E) v ker 1L n ker 5 A f j»1 f. ..fN-1 f 
H°(E) -* ker 5 Q f H

N(E) - ker D ^ 
are closed subspaces of L2(E,)- j»Of...fNf which will be consi
dered as a substitute for the cohomology spaces r ( B ) . By E. we 
will Aenote the orthogonal projection onto H^(E) in L 2 ( £ . j ) . 
Let R-t be the extension of the representation r* to L (G; defined 
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by R1(f) --^ J f(g) r^(g)dgf where dg is a left-invariant Haar. 

measure on G which will be fixed from now on. 

Now we can state the main result. 

Theorem^ (Atiyah, Singer; HSrmander) 

Let E be a transversally elliptic G-complex on the closed manifold 

M9 G a Lie group. 
Then for each test function f € C~(G) on G the operators 

Г
2

/ T J
 ч .

т
2, <r P^R

j
(f)»P

j
:L*(E.

j
)-*L<

f
(E

;
,)

f
 j-O

f
...

f
N

f 

are of trace-class and the assignment 

f.—*trace(P,oR (f).p ) 

is a distribution on G. 

Once the first statement in the theorem is proved the second fol

lows by quite, general arguments involving traces (cf. [5l)» 

Assuming for a moment the validity of the theorem we can define the 

index. 

Definition 8: Let E be a transversally elliptic G-complex on M. 

The index of E is defined to be the distribution indg(E) on G 

given by N 

<ind
G
(E)

f
f >-

D f
 X Z ( - 1 )

3
 trace(P^R^fJop^) 

for f € C£(G). 3ss0 

Remark: In the case of an elliptic complex Hodge theory identi

fies £ M E ) and H ^ E ) , the distribution indQ(E) is smooth and coin

cides with the G-index defined by (3)« 

The proof of the theorem makes use of three basic facts: 

(i) The inclusions of the smooth sections into the distributio
nal sections given by the Hermitian metrics and the measure 
on the base manifold M r(Eu)—>D'(E^)f d=Of...fNf are of 
trace-classf because M is closed. 

(ii) A microlocal regularity result for differential operators. 
(ili) A sufficient condition for the existence of the composition 

of operators with distribution kernel together with a formu
la for the behaviour of the wave front relation. 

In the following we will drop the index 1 as the argument is the 
same for each value of j. 

The application of (1) is Immediate: It is enough to show that the 
operator R(f)»Pmaps L2(E) into T(E) so that it factors through 
the inclusion. The necessary continuity property follows from the 
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closed graph theorem, and by the commutativity of the trace we have 
trace (P«R(f)-P) = trace(R(f J^P2) • trace(R(f)*P). 

In order to show that R(f)°P(u)€ T(E) for every u€L 2(E) Hb'rman-

der suggested to use the wave front set of a distribution. We re

call the relevant definitions. 

Definition 9: Consider a vector bundle P on the manifold Y. 

Assume that a positive smooth density is chosen on Y and that F is 

equipped with a Hermitian metric. 

Let u G D ^ F ) be a distributional section of F. 

The point xQ€ Y does not belong to the singular support of uf 

xQ^ sing supp(u), iff there is a function f£<f(Y)f f(xQ)?*Of for 

which fu is smooth, i.e. fu£ T(F) c D« (.F). 

The covector ̂f €T'Y does not belong to the wave front set of uf 

1 x^WF(u), iff for each function y 6 C~(Y x tRp;R)f (dY(. fa))x--?xf 
there is an s € T(F) f s(x)ift>9 and a neighbourhood A of a in R

p
t 

such that for all n e U 
|<ufexp(-itY(.fa')) s>| -= 0(f n) 

for a*€ A and t-•<». 

While the singular support of a distributional section is essen
tially clear by itself, the wave front set may need some explana
tion. For a motivation by means of the Paley-Wiener theorem we re
fer to [3]. Instead of this we list a few properties which are 
immediate* consequences of the definition. 
- The wave front set of a distributional section u€D f(F) is a 

closed subset of T'Y which is invariant under multiplication by 
positive real numbers. 

- The projection of the wave front set on trie base is equal to the 
singular support, IT (WF(u)) = sing supp(u). 

Thus, in order to prove that a distributional section u ^ D ^ F ) is 
smooth it suffices to show that WF(u) = 0. 

The following rather simple kind of distributional sections will 

turn out to be useful later. 

Definition 10: Let F be a vector bundle on the manifold Y with

out boundary. A submanifold X of Y without boundary together with 

a fixed positive smooth density dv and a smooth section s of the 

dual bundle F*|x = (F|g)* define a distributional section u(Xfs) 

of F by <u(Xfs)ft> « D f J<s(x)ft(x)>adv forte T(F) (4) 
A 

if X is compact or s has compact support. 
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We will call u(Xfs) the geometric current on F defined by X and s. 

Locally a geometric current is just the tensor product of a delta-

distribution and a smooth function. This implies the following: 

- If u(Xfs) is the geometric current defined by X and sf then 

WF(u(Xfs)) = N£(X)| s u p p ( s ) - lSx€T'Y: x£supp(s), *x|T||X-0i f 
i.e. the wave front set of a geometric current is contained in 

the conormal bundle of its underlying manifold minus the zero 

section. 

Now we can formulate the facts (ii) and (iii). 

(ii) Microlocal regularity of differential operators 
Let E and F be vector bundles on the closed manifold Y and 
D: T(E)— * V ( F ) be a differential operator (which will not be di
stinguished from its extension to distributional sectionsf 
D:D*(E)—»D«(F)). 

If CQ(D) denotes as before the set of non-trivial covectors ?x€T
fM 

such-that *(D)($X) is not infective (cf. Definition 4) f then 

WF(Du) c WF(u) <= WF(Du) u CQ(D)f u€D f(E). 

For a proof we refer to [3]f [6]f [7] or[9|]. 
If, in particular, Du=0 for u€D'(E) this yields WF(u) <= CQ(D). 

For the formulation of fact (iii) we still need some preparation. 
Let Xf Y be smooth manifolds without boundary with fixed positive 
smooth densities and Ef F be vector bundles on X and Y9 respec
tively, which are equipped with Hermitian metrics. 
Consider a continuos linear operator A:I"^(E)—*D*(F)f then, by 
the Schwartz* Kernel Theorem,there is a uniquely determined kernel 
K.€ D*(Fg|E), which is a distributional section of the exterior 
tensor product of F and E on Y x X, such that for all s£ ̂ ( E ) f 

t€ T(F) <Asft> - <KA,tBfl> . 

Definition 11: Let A: I^(E)—>Df(F) be linear and continuos and 
K ^ C D ^ F H E ) be its distributional kernel. The wave front relation 
of A and its projections are defined as the sets 

WF»(A) « D f { « y f l x ) £ T ' ( Y x X): « y f - S x > € 1F(KA>$ f 

WFJr(A) » D f {!fx€ T'X: there i s a point y £ Y such that 
(O y f t x ) €WF' (A )} • 
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WP (̂A) =D f {?, GT'Y: there i s a point x € X such that 
(iyfOx)€WF'(A) 1 . 

(iii) Composition formula for operators with distributional kernel 

Let Xf Y, Z be smooth manifolds without boundary with fixed smooth 

positive densities and E, P, H be vector bundles on X, Y, Z, re

spectively, equipped with Hermitian metrics. 

Consider continuos linear operators A:C(F)—>D'(E) and 

B: ̂ (H)—->Df(F). 

If WP.J(A) n WF£(B) = 0 and the projection from the set 
t(xfyfz) € X x Y x Z: (x,y) € supp(KA), (y,z) € supp(KB) \ to X x Z 
mapping (xfyfz) to (xfz) is proper, then there is a well-defined 

composition A*B: T(H)—>Df(E) which is linear and continuos. 

Moreover, 

supp(KAoB) c supp(KA) ©suppdCg) 

and 

WP«(AoB) c WF'(A) • WF'(B) \j [WF£(A) x 0Z] u [ox x WF£(B)].(5) 

In either formula the composition on the r.h.s. is the usual com

position of relations and 0X, 0^ denote the zero section in T*X 

and T*Z, respectively. For a proof see [3]f U] or [6]. 

Corollary; Let A: C(F)—•D'(E) be as above. Then A can be conti-
nuosly extended to the set of those u€ D!(F) with com
pact support, for which WF(u) O WF£(A) =- 0. 
Moreover, under this condition, 

WF(Au) c WP'(A)oWF(u) u WF£(A). 

Now we return to the situation we are interested in: 

E: 0—i.r(E0)-^r(E1)—Si... -^i*r(EN)—>0 is a transversally 
elliptic G-complex on the closed manifold M. 

Rj(f)op. is the composition of the orthogonal projection 

P3sL
2(Ej)—>H3(E) 

and the operator R̂  (f) =* Xf(g) r.-(g) dgf f e C~(GX 

Lemma 1; If uCH^QS), then WF(u) c C.(E). • 
Proof: Fix j€ {l,...,N-l}. Then u€H^(E) ̂ implies that 5^=0-1).*,^. 

Then we know by (ii) that WF(u)cC0(IL) O
 c

0 ^ j - 1 ^
 but 

the latter is equal to C^(E) by definition. For J=0 or N 
this is immediately seen. 
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Next we observe that R^(f) is the composition of two operators 

which have a rather simple shape. As before we omit the index j. 

R(f) = BoA, where A: r(M;E)—>f^(G x M;pr£E), 

(As)(g,x) =Df f(g) (r(g)s)(x) 

and B: l̂ (G x M;pr*E)—*r(M;E), 
(Bt)(x) m Xt(g,x) dg. 

uz G 

Now we are going to describe the distributional kernel of A and B 

in order to compute their wave front relation. 

Lemma 3: The distributional kernel of A is the geometric current 

defined by the submanifold 

Y = {(g,x,g"1x): g€G, x£Mi 

of G x M x M and the section a of the bundle obtained by 

lifting EBE to G x M x M and restricting to Y,„ 

<a(g,x,g"1x),eHe,> » (e9geT)E for e€Ex, e
f£Eg-<x* 

The density on Y is obtained from the one on G x M via 

the diffeomorphism (g,x) € G x Mi—*(g,x,g~1x) € Y. 
This is an Immediate consequence of Definition 10. 

Lemma 3 implies that supp(KA) c {(g,x,g x)€Y: g£supp(f)l and, 
hence, is compact. Moreover, the wave front relation of A is con
tained in the conormal bundle of Y in G x M x M. 
Using the moment map the latter has a very simple description: 
WF'(A) C t(]fg4,g"

1Ix)a*GxI'MxT'M: J(g"
1 3x)=g yg, gesupp(f)i 

On the r.h.s. of the equality the G-action is the canonical one on 
T*G. 

Corollaryy The projections of the wave front relation of A on 

both components are empty, WF-Ĵ A) « W^GxM^ = ^# 

Lemma 4: The distributional kernel Kg of B is the geometric cur
rent on M x G x M defined by the submanifold 

Z » t(x,g,x): x€M, g€G} 
and the section b of the bundle pr-EH pr-J3 restricted to 
Z, <b(x,g,x),eHe'> = (e^1)--, for e£Ex, e'CE^. 
The density on Z is obtained from the one on G x M via 
the diffeomorphism (g,x) € G x M—>(x,g,x)€ Z.. 

Again this can be seen by checking the definition of the distri
butional kernel. 
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Corollary; WF'(B) C [(Sx,0g, 5^)6 T»M x T*G x T » M ] and 

WF^(B) = W F ^ ( B ) = 0. 

Applying (iii) to A and B we obtain from Lemma 3 and 4 together 

with their corollaries 

WF«(R(f))C WF'(B)oWF'(A) c {(Ixfg"
1Jx): J (g~ 1 .* x ) = 0f g£supp(f)J 

- £($x»S~
1$x): $x € TG M' S€supp(f)}. 

In particular this implies that both projections of the wave front 

relation of R(f) are empty. 

Consider now a square-integrable section u of E,, u € L (E.,). From 

Lemma 1 we conclude that WF(P^(u))c C^(E). As we know that both 

projections of the wave front relation of R.*(f) are empty and M is 

compact the corollary of (iii) implies that R.,(f)<>p. (u) is a well-
defined distributional section of E., • Moreover, we obtain 

WF(R.op(u))c WFf(R.(f)) o WF(P,(u)) c 

c {(^x»s"15x)s *x € TG M* 6^supp(f)} o C;)(E) = 0 

as the complex E was assumed to be transyersally elliptic, i.e. 

T'MnCH(E) = 0 for all J-Ot...tN. 

Thus we proved WF(R.<>p (u)) = 0, i.e. R^<>Ej(u) € T(E.). 

This is what we wanted to show. 
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